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Key points
• There is strong evidence the rate of real Chinese GDP growth and real GDP may
be significantly over stated due to systematic irregularities in the inflation data.
• The National Bureau of Statistics China (NBSC) estimated that private housing
rose by only 5.99% in value in urban areas between 2000 and 2011, but third-party
data shows a threefold rise.
• Using third-party data to adjust official housing inflation data, raises annual
Chinese CPI by approximately 1% annually.
• Incorporating this change in CPI into real GDP calculations reduces total real
GDP by a mid-range estimate of 8–12% or US$1 trillion in PPP.

Introduction
Since China opened up to the world in 1979, it has been an economic
juggernaut, officially expanding by a compounded growth rate of 10%
between 1980 and 2012. This rate actually accelerated after 1999, averaging 10.2% from 2000 to 2012. China has pulled hundreds of millions of
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its citizens out of extreme poverty, becoming one of the world’s largest
economies. However, there is strong evidence indicating that the rate of
real Chinese GDP growth and ultimately total real GDP may be significantly overstated. This discrepancy stems primarily from significant and
systematic irregularities in the inflation data maintained by China and the
pass-through impact on a wide variety of other data such as real GDP and
disposable income. If inflation data are not accurate, this will impact upon
many other areas of economic and financial data, leading to large disparities over time.
Though there are undoubtedly other irregularities within Chinese inflation data, the focus of this paper is the discrepancy around price changes
in the cost of housing. The cost of housing is normally one of the biggest
single-line items in many national price baskets. Consequently, changes
in its composition will have a disproportionate impact on the calculation of
real GDP relative to other items. There is strong evidence that China has
systematically manipulated its housing price data in order to lower official
inflation, which, using conservative estimates, has lowered annual inflation by approximately 1% annually. Over this time-frame, this would conservatively reduce real Chinese GDP cumulatively by approximately 10%.
Furthermore, this irregularity in the calculation of inflation may help
explain discrepancies in other macroeconomic variables such as growth
in money supply, nominal and real GDP growth in China. Taken over a
longer time horizon, there are discrepancies in other aspects of Chinese
data that may be explained by the inflation data.
This paper is broken into three sections. It begins with an examination
of Chinese price data, focusing on the housing market. Second, broader
macroeconomic variables are studied, including cross-country data from
other emerging markets and developed countries for comparison. Third,
using this data and plausible assumptions, an estimate of real Chinese
GDP is produced.

Chinese housing price data
The National Bureau of Statistics of China (NBSC) houses the country’s
primary national economic, financial and social data. It is publicly available in Chinese and English, with monthly, quarterly, annual and census
data, including a separate portal for data searches. Within its annual data
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